Network densification in the 5G system causes a sharp increase in system energy consumption, a development which not only increases operating cost but also carbon emission. With the development of smart power grids, multi-source energy supply and time-of-use (TOU) power price have become effective methods for reducing system energy price (namely, total energy cost). However, the energy generation velocity of renewable energy (RE) is significantly influenced by weather factors. Thus, their energy generation entails large fluctuations, and the system energy allocation strategy involves enormous challenges. Therefore, the energy generation velocity of wind power was combined in a multi-base-station (multi-BS) collaboration system. A multi-BS collaborative energy allocation algorithm called hybrid energy ratio allocation (HERA) algorithm was proposed under RE generation uncertainty. This algorithm can balance the TOU power price of a smart power grid and the energy storage of a BS. The energy supply modes of different energy ratios were adopted following different power prices and energies stored by different BSs, which can effectively mitigate the effect of RE generation fluctuation on the energy allocation strategy of the system. Simulation results indicated that the HERA algorithm can complete the energy ratio allocation of the system and reach the lowest energy cost of BSs.
network operators cannot be satisfied only by improving energy efficiency [9] . Therefore, new energies and technologies to handle the exponential growth of energy consumption and carbon emissions of corresponding emerging wireless networks must be developed. In practice, the everincreasing energy consumption forces network operators to pay huge bills, which only account for half of their operation cost. For cellular network operators, reducing fossil fuel consumption aims at not only realizing green communication for which the natural environment is responsible but also solving the serious economic pressure faced by mobile operators.
With the development of smart power grids, equipping BSs with devices of renewable energy (RE) and using RE or hybrid energy to activate BS systems have become an effective means of solving energy-saving problems and reducing the energy cost of cellular networks [10] , [11] . The time-of-use (TOU) power price strategy will be adopted for new-type smart power grids because this strategy can benefit clients and the power grid. The TOU power price strategy can reduce the energy cost of the client (and carbon emission). Conversely, power price is decided by the power grid load, thus confirming that this strategy can reduce peak energy consumption and global energy cost. Smart power grids encourage clients to manage their energy demand, guide them to consume minimal energy during the high-power-price period, or transfer power consumption to non-peak periods to improve energy utilization efficiency and substantially reduce energy cost and carbon emissions [12] , 13].
However, generating RE is seriously influenced by the weather and various challenges are posed to the RE supply for BSs given the randomness and fluctuation of the energy generation rate [14] , thus, establishing a reasonable energy allocation strategy will be critical for realizing RE supply to BSs. To optimize the energy demand-side management and RE generation model, the authors of [15] decomposed the green energy supply problem into two sub-problems (namely, the minimization problem of weighed energy and the green energy system scale from the angle of green energy supply), moreover, two proposed algorithms for solving the green energy supply optimize the traffic load of the BS, the size of the solar panels, and the capacity of the energy storage device. Ju R et al [16] developed an electric load and power supply model containing random components by the constraint conditions of power supply reliability and equipment quantity, a multi-objective optimization algorithm is proposed to optimize the configuration of the wind-solar hybrid energy supply system. The authors of [17] suggested a new noncooperative game model, using an M/M/1 inventory queue model, considered RE supply status, investigated the influence of the energy supply and storage/inventory level of RE suppliers on QoS, and optimized the energy allocation strategy of RE suppliers and BSs. Ben Rached N et al [18] adopted two methods for approximating the convex optimization to manage energy purchase strategies under uncertain energy generation. The proposed algorithm considered energy generation, energy storage and energy sold back to power grids on the precondition that energy requirements of the communication system is satisfied. The authors of [18] also analyzed the benefits generated by the two algorithms for the operators under different energy storage devices but neglected the effect of traffic change, which was due to the positional change in cell users relative to the BS, on BS energy consumption, furthermore, traffic change was an important factor that influences BS energy purchase or allocation strategy. The optimization of energy allocation strategy can effectively reduce system dependence on traditional energies and provide wireless network operators with significant economic benefits, help realize goals of environmental protection and green communication [19] , [20] .
Most of the existing literatures only consider the energy allocation problem of communication systems from the perspective of energy consumption, which do not consider energy allocation issues in terms of energy consumption, energy storage, energy consumption caused by changes in traffic, and corresponding energy costs. Therefore, a multi-BS collaborative wireless cellular network model under a smart power grid environment was established in the present work. The hybrid energy ratio allocation (HERA) algorithm was proposed based on a comprehensive consideration of the TOU power price of smart power grids, RE generation uncertainty, and BS energy storage. In terms of operator revenue, this algorithm supplies energy to BS systems at a certain ratio of RE and traditional energy on the precondition that system communication quality is guaranteed, thereby effectively lowering the system energy cost.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model, including the communication model, power model, and capacity model. Section III presents the idea of the HERA algorithm and the algorithm steps. Section IV presents the simulation parameter settings, simulation results and analysis of the energy distribution using the HERA algorithm. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. MULTI-BS COLLABORATIVE SYSTEM MODEL
The multi-BS collaborative system model consists of N (N > 1) BSs and is built as illustrated in Fig.1 . Each BS is Config-ured with L(L > 1) transmitting antennas and mutually independent RE power generation and energy storage devices. The energy of the BS system is derived from two parts, namely, the power grid and the RE device. The system serves K users, which are recorded as k = {1, 2 . . . , K }. User positions are randomly distributed within the BS coverage. The present work assumes that no delay occurs in the link post-back between BS and users, and the state information is completely known. 
where x n,k is the pre-coded signal of UE k in the cell n. h n,n,k is the channel vector from UE k in the cell n. x n,l is the precoded signal of UE l in the cell n. h m,n,k is the channel vector from BS n to UE k in cell n. K n is the number of users served by BS n. K m is the number of users served by BS m (m = n). x m,i is the pre-coded signal of UE i in the cell n. n n,k is the Gaussian white noise. The first item in Formula (1) is the useful signal received from the BS in this cell. The second item is the multi-user interference from the same cell. The third item is the interference from the adjacent cell. Assume h n,n,k , ∀n ∈ N , k ∈ K n are already known at the transmitting terminal. ZF pre-coding is used by the transmission channel H = h m,n,1 , h m,n,2 , . . . , h m,n,K n to eliminate multi-user interference. The pre-coding matrix is V = H H HH H −1 , which means that x n,k = v n,k s n,k and then h n,n,k v n,l = 0(∀l ∈ K n , l = k). After the precoding, the received signal y n,k and signal-to-noise ratio SINR n,k of UE k in the cell n can be expressed as follows: 
where P n is the transmitting power of BS n, and P m is the transmitting power of the BS m (m = n).
The realizable rate of this user is
where B is the bandwidth.
The BS system can be provided with electric energy by a power grid (traditional energy by default) and RE (wind energy). When the electric energy stored by the RE device in the BS has a surplus, the surplus can be purchased back by the power grid. The RE generation cycle is approximately 15 min. Besides, 1 day is divided into T = 96 time slots, and the size of each time slot is t = 15 min. The TOU power pricing strategy is adopted by the power grid. Power price is related to power utilization time and is recorded as a t . The unified power price is adopted for RE and recorded as a re . The price of surplus RE that is purchased back by the power grid is fixed as a back , and 0 < a back < a t .
The energy generation velocity of the BS n in the t-th time slots is determined by the wind energy generation model [21] ,
where the air density is ρ = 1.225 kgm-3. The blade swept area is A = π m2, wind velocity v u represents the random change in each time slot, and C p is the conversion coefficient. In previous studies, RE generation is mostly by following statistical data, but the energy generation is more complicated in an actual situation than in the expectation. Therefore, a practical energy generation model is adopted in the present work. Energy is randomly generated in each time slot following the probability of wind strength, as summarized in Table 1 . P w , P m , and P s respectively indicate that the power generating device works in the weak wind, medium wind, and strong wind probability, where P w +P m +P s = 1, indicating that the probability of weak wind, medium wind, and strong wind is a random value according to the actual weather change. Considering the different positions of BSs and given the actual situation of RE generation, different BSs have various energy generation velocities, that is,
B. SYSTEM POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
In this work, power consumption mainly includes two parts, namely, the power consumption of all power amplifiers and other circuits. The power consumption of the power amplifiers can be approximated as [22] P trans = τ P t (6) where P t is the transmission power consumption. where Pt is the transmission power consumption. τ = ξ η . ξ is the peak average power ratio. η is the power amplification efficiency of a radio frequency link. τ value is decided by the BS scale and modulation mode.
Circuit loss can be divided into the following two parts [23] : the static power consumption Pstatic and dynamic power consumption. The former is primarily used for the main basic circuit operation of the system, whereas the latter is mainly used for information processing of all nodes. The power consumption of the BS n is
where κ is the power amplification factor of BS, and ζ is the power consumption of the transmission bit rate per unit. The total power consumption of BS is
The energy loss of each BS in the current time slot is calculated. Specifically, the energy loss of BS n is E n,t = P * n,total t (9)
III. MULTI-BS COLLABORATION ENERGY ALLOCATION ALGORITION A. SYSTEM ENERGY ALLOCATION PROBLEM
The maximum capacity of the energy storage device equiped for each BS isC 0 . The surplus capacity of the energy storage device in the current time lost is C n,t . To study the effects of RE and traditional energy hybrid energy supply proportion on the total cost of the system, we assume that the energy consumed by each BS in each time slot is derived from the following two parts: the RE consumption recorded as L re n,t and traditional energy. The energy loss is recorded as L tra n,t . The comprehensive power price is the total power price of RE and the traditional energy at a certain power supply ratio. The energy cost (that is, expense generated by energy consumption in this station at the current time slot) of each BS in each time slot is recorded as Q n,t and can be expressed as Q n,t = a re × L re n,t + a t × L tra n,t
Given the TOU power pricing strategy in a smart power grid, the energy allocation mode of the BS system will decide its energy cost. Therefore, the HERA algorithm was proposed in this work, which considers the time-of-use price strategy based on the traditional priority renewable energy (PRE) algorithm [13] . The energy allocation strategy was regulated in real-time under the TOU power price of the smart power grid. Under low and medium power prices, the strategy with a low RE proportion was adopted for the energy supply to reserve additional RE in the upcoming high-price period. The system energy cost in the whole cycle was lowered by adjusting the energy supply proportion under different power prices.
B. HYBRID ENERGY RATIO ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
Under the TOU power pricing strategy in the smart power grid, the BS system energy allocation mode will decide the system energy cost. The proposed HERA algorithm(see Fig.2 ) is used to regulate the energy allocation strategy under the TOU power price of the smart power grid. Under low and medium power prices, the strategy with a low RE proportion was adopted for the energy supply to reserve additional RE in the upcoming high-price period. The system energy cost in the whole cycle was reduced by adjusting the energy supply proportion under different power prices.
The hybrid energy ratio allocation scheme of the HERA algorithm is presented as follows:
If the power price in the current time slot corresponds to the electricity use trough (that is, a low-power-price phase is present), the energy C n,t stored by the BS is smaller than or equal to the lower limit ϕ l of energy stored by the BS, and traditional energy is used for power supply, then, q t = a t , L re n,t = 0, and L re n,t = 0. The generated RE is stored in the energy storage device for standby use in the upcoming highpower-price time slot. If the energy stored by the BS exceeds the lower limit ϕ l , and the RE of α l and traditional energy of β l are adopted, then q t = a t ×β l +a re ×α l . The consumption of RE and traditional energy corresponds to
If the power price in the current time slot corresponds to a normal phase (that is, a medium-power-price phase exists), the energy C n,t stored by the BS is smaller or equal to the lower limit ϕ m of the energy stored by the BS, and traditional energy is adopted for the power supply, then q t = a t , L re n,t = 0, and L tre n,t = E n,t . At the time, power price is higher than the power price under the aforementioned circumstance, but a high power price may exist in the subsequent time slot. To reduce the total system cost, the generated RE is still stored in the energy storage device for standby use in the highpower-price time slot. If the energy stored by the BS exceeds the lower limit ϕ m , then the RE of α l and traditional energy of β l are adopted, and q t = a t ×β m +a re ×α m . The consumption of RE and traditional energy corresponds to L re n,t = E n,t × α m (13)
If the power price in the current time slot corresponds to the peak demand phase for electricity (that is, under a highpower-price phase), and 100% RE is used for energy supply, then q t = a re , L re n,t = 0, and L tra n,t = E n,t . However, to guarantee communication quality, when the stored energy is lower than 10% of the BS storage capacity, the system is forced to use traditional energy for power supply and then q t = a t , L re n,t = 0, and L tra n,t = E n,t . The steps of the HERA algorithm are presented as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the system parameters. In consideration of user mobility feature and random distribution, the RE generation velocity is determined by the probability of weather conditions.
Step 2: Use ZF pre-coding technology to eliminate multiuser interference. Each BS selects users to serve by following the user receiving rate and signal intensity in this cell.
Step 3: Use Formulas (6-9) to calculate the power consumption of each BS in the current time slot.
Step 4: Calculate the energy storage conditions of each BS in the current time slot and fully consider the RE generation velocity and energy consumption in the last time slot.
where ψ is the charge rate of the BS energy storage device, and µ is its self-charge rate.
Step 5: Adjust the energy allocation scheme following the power consumption, the energy storage condition in the current time slot, the TOU power price of the smart power grid, and the consumption of RE and traditional energy.
Step 6: Calculate the cost of BS n in the current time slot and the objective function as
Step 7: At time slot t = t+1, if t ≤ T , then enter the next time slot and return to Step 2. Otherwise, proceed to the next step.
Step 8: Calculate the total energy consumption and total energy cost within a day, respectively, as
IV. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS

A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
For a multi-BS collaborative communication system consisting of N = 5 BSs, which are recorded as n = 1, 2 . . . 5, each BS is configured with L = 4 transmitting antennas.
To adapt to the user motility feature, K = 20 single-antenna users are randomly distributed in each time slot within the coverage of the communications system. Table 2 lists the concrete simulation parameters. Without loss of generality, it is assumed here that P w = P m = P s = 1/3. Fig.3 displays the energy allocation conditions of the traditional energy supply mode, PRE algorithm, and HERA algorithm, where the traditional energies are used in the traditional energy supply mode, and the PRE and HERA algorithms simultaneously use RE and traditional energy to supply energy to the BS system with an energy storage device. The power grid can purchase back surplus RE to reduce system energy cost. All energies under the traditional energy supply mode come from traditional energy courses. Thus, traditional energy consumption accounts for 100% of the total system energy consumption. Consumptions of RE in the PRE and HERA algorithms account for 23.65% and 21.00%, respectively. To guarantee system communication quality, the two algorithms have set a lower limit of energy storage, that is, 10%. Priority is given to consuming RE through the PRE algorithm in each time slot. Thus, the system can consume substantial REs, and only 0.15% of the RE in the system is sold back to the power grid. When the HERA algorithm is used, additional REs are stored in the system under low power price until they are used under medium and high power prices. Therefore, 1.55% of RE in the system is sold back to the power grid. This part of the profit can be used to reduce the total system energy cost. Therefore, the HERA algorithm uses less RE than the PRE algorithm, but the total system cost is lower in the HERA algorithm than in the PRE algorithm. Fig. 4 displays the comparison of the average energy costs per time slot under the three allocation schemes. The brokenline graphs for energy cost under the three schemes all vary from TOU power pricing strategies. Energy cost is obviously higher under the traditional energy supply mode than under the power supply mode equipped with the RE energy device because only traditional energies are used under the traditional energy supply mode, and the traditional energy price is higher than the RE price. Power price is low from 0 to the 32nd time slot. The proportional energy supply mode is adopted by the HERA algorithm. Thus, this supply mode will consume more traditional energies than the PRE algorithm. The PRE algorithm has a lower energy cost than the HERA algorithm. From the 32nd to the 40th time slot, power price changes from low to medium and then to high, and the energy storage device in the system can provide additional REs. The energy cost is lower in the HERA algorithm during this time slot than in the PRE algorithm. Fig.5 exhibits the comparison of the total system energy costs under the three schemes. The simulation results indicate that the energy cost per day under the traditional energy supply mode is RMB 2,072.8. The PRE algorithm can reduce such amount by 23.25%, and the HERA algorithm can reduce the amount by 0.19%. The PRE algorithm only concentrates on reducing environmental pollution induced by the communication system, thereby fully exploiting the RE and reducing carbon emission at the maximum. Conversely, the HERA algorithm can reasonably and effectively allocate proportions of RE and traditional energy, balance the improvement of RE utilization efficiency and the reduction of system energy cost, realize the minimum total energy cost, and reduce the energy cost of network operators. Fig.6 depicts the HERA algorithm under the condition of TOU power price RE capacity, system energy storage, and system energy consumption changes. The BS energy storage trend and TOU power price change trend are opposite, and the HERA algorithm adopts different proportions of energy supply strategy under different electricity prices, in which low electricity prices use minimal RE Consequently, energy storage increases. RE also increases with electricity prices. Thus, energy storage decreases, and fluctuations in RE capacity and BS energy consumption also affect energy storage.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
To examine the optimal energy distribution ratio, this work further simulates the energy storage lower limit and the ratio of RE to the traditional energy in the HERA algorithm. Table 3 lists the comparison of the HERA and PRE algorithms. In the case of the same energy supply ratio, different energy storage lower limits are compared with the traditional energy supply method to reduce the proportion of system energy cost. In Table 3 , when the HERA algorithm at the low price of the energy storage capacity of 50% as the lower limit. The medium electricity price uses 30% of the energy storage capacity as a lower limit and reduces the highest proportion of energy costs in comparison with the PRE algorithm and conventional energy supply. Table 4 presents a comparison of the ratio of the lower energy limit of the stored energy to the same and the different energy supply ratios. The ratio of the HERA and the PRE algorithms to the reduction of the system's energy cost is also compared with that of the traditional energy supply method (Rows 1-5, Table 4 ). When the HERA algorithm uses 40% of RE and 60% of traditional energy under medium power price, the algorithm can reduce the energy cost at the maximum relative to the PRE algorithm and traditional energy supply mode. When 70% of the RE and 30% of traditional energy is used under low power price, the HERA algorithm can reduce the energy cost by 31.74% in comparison with the traditional energy supply mode, such amount is 1.46% more than the reduction from the PRE algorithm (Columns 6-11, Table 4 ). Table 5 shows the comparison of the total energy costs of the three distribution schemes under different wind speed probabilities under the optimal energy storage lower limit and energy distribution ratio. It can be seen from the table that the energy cost of the HERA algorithm is always lower than that of the traditional energy supply mode and the PRE algorithm when changing the wind probability P w , P m and P s . Moreover, with the increase of the medium wind probability P m and the strong wind probability P s , the energy cost of the HERA algorithm is gradually reduced. The simulation results prove that the HERA algorithm is suitable for energy distribution problems under different wind intensity probabilities, which can effectively reduce the energy cost of the system.
V. CONCLUSION
With the development of RE technology, the hybrid energy supply in smart power grids has increasingly matured. For the energy consumption and energy cost problems of the BS system in the wireless communication network, the proposed HERA algorithm fully considers RE generation uncertainty, TOU power pricing strategy of smart power grids, and BS energy storage. The simulation results indicate that, relative to the traditional energy supply mode and PRE algorithm, the HERA algorithm can reserve more REs under low power price while utilizing more REs under high power price. Thus, the HERA algorithm realizes the lowest energy cost in the whole cycle. The allocation ratio of RE and traditional energy in the hybrid energy ratio algorithm proposed in this work was set as a fixed value. The allocation ratio of and dynamic change in the lower energy storage limit of energy supply strategies will be explored further in a follow-up study. 
